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Loops are regions of non-repetitive conformation connecting regular secondary
structures. They are both the most difficult and error prone regions of a protein to
solve by X-ray crystallography and the hardest regions to model using knowledgebased procedures. While the core of a protein can be straight forwardly modelled
from the structurally conserved regions of homologues of known structure, loops
must be modelled from a selected homologue or from a loop chosen from outside
the family. Here we present a loop prediction procedure that attempts to identify
the conformational class of the loop rather than to select a specific loop from a
database of fragments. The structures of some 2083 loops of one to eight residues
in length were extracted from a database of 225 protein and protein domain
structures. For each loop, the relative disposition of its bounding secondary
structures is described by the separation between the tips of their axes, the angle
and dihedral angle between their axes. From the clustering of the loops according
to the root mean square deviation of their spatial fit, a total of 162 loop
conformational classes, including 79% of loops, were identified. One-hundred
and eight of these, involving 66% of the loops, were populated by at least four
non-homologous loops or four loops sharing a low sequence identity. Another 54
classes, including 13% of the loops, were populated by at least three loops of low
sequence similarity from three or fewer non-homologous groups. Most of the
previously described loop conformations were found among the populated classes.
For each class a template was constructed containing both sequence preferences
and the relative disposition of bounding secondary structures among member
loops. During comparative modelling, the conformation of a loop can be
predicted by identifying a loop class with which its sequence and disposition of
bounding secondary structures are compatible.
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1.

Introduction

During the comparative modelling of the structure of a protein, its structurally
conserved regions, SCRs, are defined by the superposition of homologues of
known structure. They are then used to determine the framework of the model.
The backbone conformation in regions outside the SCRs, the structurally variable
regions or SVRs, have to be predicted from their sequence, the spatial disposition
of their surrounding framework fragments and the overall framework. The
sequence of the SVR provides residue conformational preferences, the surrounding
framework fragments limit the conformations by specifying the SVRs' termini and
the overall framework allows the elimination of loop conformations that would
clash with it. Additional hints may be found in other known structures which have
core regions of similar disposition linked by a fragment of the desired length. The
length of an SVR is an important factor in the likelihood of predicting its correct
conformation and even in the potential to attempt a prediction. Since an SVR can
even contain inserted domains we will restrict further discussion to short and
medium size loops linking secondary structure elements.
When modelling a loop region the simplest case is that of finding a loop of identical
length and of similar sequence among the homologues of known structure. If no
loop is found within the family, then other protein structures can be searched for
fragments whose three first and last residues superpose well with the termini of the
framework bounding the 100pl,Z. All identified fragments are then least-square
fitted to the framework and those whose backbone clash with that of the
framework are eliminated. If several fragments still remain, Blundell et at.Z suggest
determining an averaged backbone trace from the fitted fragments and then
selecting the one that best fits the trace. Alternatively, Topham et at.3 propose a
scoring scheme based on the compatibility of the loop sequence with templates
derived from the fragments. They obtain the template of a fragment by applying
conformationally constrained environmental amino acid substitution tables to its
sequence. The tables were generated from observed substitutions in a set of protein
families. So as to evaluate the fit of a loop sequence to the conformation of a
fragment and not to possible conformations derived from it through substitutions,
only substitutions that maintain residue backbone conformation were considered.
Although irregular, loops have been shown by many studies not to have completely
random backbone conformations4,S,6,7,8,9,lO,11.For example, Efimov describes in
his work7,8 several typical aa-Ioop and ~~-loop classes. Out of the 106 ~-hairpins
they analysed, Sibanda and Thornton4,6 identified a total of 49 that belonged to
five conformational classes. In a study of ~a~ units, Edwards, Sternberg and
ThorntonS found that out of 129 loops of less than 12 residues only 18 fell within
four conformational classes with distinctive sequence patterns. The conformation
of a loop is at least partially determined by its sequence and the spatial relations of
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its bounding secondary structures. The sequence of a loop affects its conformation
through the need to satisfy residue conformational preferences, burial of
hydrophobic residues and pairing or exposing of charged residues. For example, at
loop positions requiring a positive <j)conformation a restricted set of residue types
is observed to occur. In the case of 2:2 p-hairpins of type 1', Sibanda and
Thornton4.6 identified the residue preferences as glycine, asparagine and aspartate
for the first position in an (XLconformation and glycine for the second position in
an 'YLconformation. The burial of a large hydrophobic residue, usually Val, De and
Leu, at the fourth position of the Ll loop of the immunoglobulin light chain
variable V1Cdomain, within a cavity between the domain's two p-sheets, was
identified by Tramontano, Chothia and Lesk12 as an important determinant in the
loop's conformation. Similarly, the two major determinants of the conformation of
the V1Cdomain L3 loop were the burial and hydrogen bonding of a polar residue.
glutamine or asparagine, and the presence of a cis-proline.
Following the work of Sun and Blundellil. we have developed an approach to loop
selection based on the identification of preferred loop conformational classes. In
this paper, we describe how the favoured loop conformations were identified from
the 2083 short and medium size loops in a database of 225 protein structures. We
then show how for each loop class, sequence preferences and average disposition
of bounding secondary structures can be determined. Some previously described
loop conformations are compared to the loop classes. Finally, we illustrate how the
conformation of a loop can be predicted by comparing its sequence and disposition
of bounding secondary structures to those observed for the loop classes.

2.

Methods
2.1. Proteinstructuredatabase.
225 protein and protein domain structures with resolutions better than 2.5A were
selected from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank13. These included 182 structures
from a database of 66 protein familiesl4, structurally aligned using the MNYFIT15
and COMPARER 16programs, and 43 unique structures I?

2.2. Identification of secondary structure elements.
The secondary structure assignment of each of the proteins in our database was
determined following the hydrogen-bond pattern based procedure of Kabsch and
SanderlS as encoded in the program SSTRUC of Smith, D. K. and Thornton, J.M.
Secondary structure elements were defined as continuous fragments of identical
secondary structure assignment. Short 31O-helices containing only three residues,
which are often found to playa role in polypeptide chain reversals or redirections,
were not considered as secondary structure element. Although 310-' (X- and 1t
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-helices were grouped in a general helical class, contiguous 31O-,a- or 1t-helices
were not merged.

2.3.

Identification of loop motifs.

Loops were defined as regions of non-repetitive secondary structure between
secondary structure elements. A loop motif was defined to include both a loop and
its pair of sequentially adjacent secondary structures.
To avoid erroneous classification of J3-hairpinmotifs due to hydrogen bonding with
J3-strands outside the motif, the proximal termini (i.e. that bordering the central
loop) of J3-hairpin J3-strands were determined using only the hydrogen bonding
patterns within the loop motif itself.

2.4.

Associated vectors.

For each loop motif two vectors were determined representing the direction and
position of the proximal termini of its two secondary structures. Vectors were
fitted to the proximal termini of secondary structures so as to avoid large
deviations between vectors and the local axis at the termini of their associated
secondary structures, a problem associated with curved or kinked secondary
structures. Vectors associated with J3-strands, 310-, a- and 1t-helices were
calculated using all their residues up to a maximum of 6, 7, 8 or 9 proximal
residues respectively. If a J3-strand of only two residues in length was bounded at
its distal terminus (i.e. that most distant from the central loop) by neither an aminoacid chain terminus nor a main-chain break then an extra distal residue was used in
the determination of its associated vector. Vectors associated with secondary
structures of four or more residues were defined so as to minimise the sum of the
squares of the distances from the vector to the Ca atoms of the corresponding
secondary structure19,1O. In the case of a J3-strand of three residues or a J3-strand
of two residues extended to three, a vector was fitted to the three Ca atoms with
each of the two terminal Ca atoms contributing half the weight of the central Ca
atom. The vector associated with a J3-strand containing only two residues was
defined as the virtual bond linking its two Ca atoms.
For each loop motif, its inter-vector separation, angle and dihedral angle were
calculated. The separation between the two vectors of a motif was defined as the
distance between the projections of the proximal residues of their respective
secondary structures. The vector linking these projections in sequential order was
used to determine both the direction of the inter-vector angle and the dihedral
angle.
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2.5. Backbone conformation.
For each motif the backbone conformation of the residues in its loop region was
determined and described using a reduced notation of seven residue conformational
classes3 (figure 1): {X-helical (a), anti-parallel ~-sheet (b), other ~-sheet (p),
transition between {X-helicaland ~-sheet (t), left handed helix (1),positive <I>
(g) and
positive <I>
in an extended conformation (e). These seven classes were reduced to
five by the merging of p and b as well as the g and I conformational classes into the
larger classes b and g respectively.
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Fig. 1:

2.6.

Ramachandran plot of residue <I>'V
angles indicating the seven
conformations considered (taken from Topham et al. 3).

Loop database.

2083 motifs with loops containing between one and eight residues were identified
from the 225 protein structures in our database. These motifs were first classified
according the type of their bounding secondary structures into four groups: HH;
EH; HE; EE. Further classification according to the length of their loop regions
yielded a total of 32 groups.
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2.7.

Identification of loop confonnational classes.

To identify motifs with similar loop conformations all loops within a group were
superposed20 pairwise using their carbonyl oxygen and carbon atoms, their Ca.
atoms and their amide nitrogen and hydrogen atoms. For each amide bond a
hydrogen atom was generated lA away from the amide nitrogen, in the amide
bond plane, along the line which bisects the angle formed by the carbonyl carbon,
amide nitrogen and Ca. atoms and most distant from the carbonyl carbon and Ca.
atoms. So as not to over emphasise the fitting of the backbone atoms versus the <I>
\jI angles the carbonyl oxygen and the amide nitrogen were given weights of 1.5
while all other atoms were given weights of 1.
For each of the 32 motif groups a dissimilarity matrix was generated from all
pairwise superpositions using the distance measure:
-In (1/1 + r.m.s.d)

=In ( 1 + rmsd)

derived from the root mean square deviation, Lm.s.d., of individual pairwise
superpositions. All loops within a group were then clustered according to their
dissimilarity matrix, using the hierarchical clustering program KITSCH21, which is
part of the Phylogenetic Inference Package, PHYLIP. For a given dissimilarity
matrix, the dendrogram selected by this procedure is one that minimise the
difference between the distances in the dendrogram and those in the dissimilarity
matrix22. The distance between two loop motifs is represented in a dendrogram by
the distance along the horizontal axis from the tip of their respective branches to
their first shared branching point.
From the dendrograms, clusters containing at least four non-homologous loops or
with loops differing in sequence by at least a quarter of their residues were
identified as a loop conformational class. Additionally, clusters with at least three
loops, differing in sequence by at least a quarter of their residues, from three or
fewer non-homologous groups were identified and labelled as such (figures 2, 3
and 4).

2.8.

Description of residue types and environments.

21 residues types were considered, the 20 amino-acids encoded by the genetic
code with the addition of the cystine, an oxidised cysteine residue involved in a
disulphide bridge. A total of 216 residue environments were defined in terms of
secondary structure, backbone conformation, relative side-chain solvent
accessibility and side-chain hydrogen bonding3.
The secondary structure and backbone conformation of a residue is evaluated as
either ~-sheet or helical, including 310, a. and 1t-helical, if it belonged to a
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secondary structure as defined by Kabsch and Sander18 or as one of the 7
backbone conformations already described if it was in a coil region.
Three classes of relative side-chain accessibility23, based on a spherical probe with
a radius of l.4A, were considered: less than 7%; between 7 and 40%; greater than
40%.
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Clustering of loops of length 3 linking an extended ~-strand to an ex.
-helix. Loops not belonging to a cluster were omitted for the sake
of readability. The loop names, conformations, sequences and
classes are indicated.
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Three types of side-chain hydrogen bonds were considered: to other side-chain or
heteroatom; to main-chain carbonyl oxygen; to main-chain amide hydrogen.
Hydrogen bonds with preceding and following side-chains were excluded. Sidechain hydrogen bonding was defined using only donor-acceptor distance14 and not
angles since side-chain atoms are not always reliably positioned by X-ray
crystallography. Considering that a residue side-chain can have either no hydrogen
bond, hydrogen bonds of one, two or all three types there is a total of eight sidechain hydrogen bonding classes.

2.9.

Environment dependent substitution tables.

The conformationally constrained environmental amino-acid substitution tables
used here are fully described in Topham et at.3. The substitution tables were
generated from 311,422 observed substitutions, that maintained the backbone
conformation of the involved residues, in a database of 352 protein and protein
domain structures grouped into 98 homologous families. The tables describe the
probability with which a residue of a given type in one of the 216 defined
environments is mutated to another selected residue type with an identical
backbone conformation but in an unspecified environment. The oxidation state of
cysteine residues in loops of unknown structure was presumed to be unknown and
so although the initial residue of a substitution could be of 21 different types,
including cystine, the residue mutated to could only be of the 20 types in the
genetic code.

2.10. Generation of templates for loop conformational classes.
For each identified loop class a sequence template was generated by applying the
conformationally constrained environmental amino-acid substitution tables of
Topham et at.3 to the sequences of its member loops. At each position in a
template the probability of finding a specific residue was determined from the
probabilities of the residues in the corresponding position of each member loop
being substituted to the residue in question. The contribution of a loop to a
template was weighted by the inverse of the number of. its homologous member
loops, so that for example, five homologous aspartic proteinase loops would each
contribute with a weight of 1/5 to the template while a unique serine proteinase
loop would contribute with a weight of 1.
In addition to its sequence template each loop class template contains the average
value and standard deviation for the distributions of the inter-vector separation,
angle and dihedral angle of the member loop motifs (figure 5 and 6).
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2.11. Scoring a loop motif against a loop template.
When comparing a loop motif to a loop templates several estimators were
considered. The sequence score, Sseq derived from the probability, Pseq>of the
sequence of the motifs loop matching the sequence template was defined as:
Sseq

= 100 * (Pseq )1/n = 100 * (PI

* P2 * P3 *...* Pn )1/n,

where PI, P2, P3 and Pn' are the probabilities of respectively the first, second, third
and last residue of the motifs loop at the corresponding positions of the sequence
template. For each of the three inter-vector relations, namely separation, angle and
dihedral angle, the difference between their values in the motif and their average
values in the template were measured in absolute terms and in number of standard
deviations.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Identification and clustering of loop motifs.
From the database of 225 protein and protein domain structures of 2.5A or better
resolution 2083 loops of length of one to eight residues were identified. A loop
was defined as a region of non-repetitive secondary structure bounded by two
secondary structures, while its motif was defined to include both the loop and its
adjacent secondary structures. Secondary structure was identified as suggested by
Kabsch and SanderlS with two small modifications. Firstly, 31O-helices of only
three residues in length were considered as belonging to their surrounding loop
region. Secondly, to avoid erroneous classification of ~-hairpin motifs due to
hydrogen bonding with ~-strands outside the motif, the proximal termini (i.e. that
bordering the central loop) of ~-hairpin ~-strands were determined using only the
hydrogen bonding patterns within the loop motif itself. For each secondary
structure in a loop motif an associated vectorI9,10 was calculated representing the
local axis of its proximal termini. The spatial relations between the two vectors of a
loop motif were defined by the separation of their proximal termini, their angle and
their dihedral angle.
The 2083 loops were grouped into a total of 32 groups according to their length
and to the type of their bounding secondary structures, which were either helical or
~-strand. The loops within each group were pairwise superposed as described
previously. Within a group, populated loop backbone conformation classes were
then identified, by clustering the loops according to their pairwise structural
similarity using the hierarchical clustering program KITSCH21 (figure 2 and 3).
The name of a loop class was derived from the type of its bounding secondary
structures and the five state backbone conformation of its member loops. Where
necessary, alternate conformations are indicated separated by a backslash. If
several clusters were found to have the same conformation then a simple
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numbering scheme was used to distinguish them. For example, Haab/tH describes a
loop class of length three, conformation aab or aat, linking two helices and
Eaa-2-E describes one of several loop classes of length two, conformation aa,
linking two ~-strands. Two types of loop conformation classes were identified
(figure 4), those whose clusters contained at least four non-homologous loops or
loops differing in sequence by at least a quarter of their residues and those whose
clusters contained at least three loops, differing in sequence by at least a quarter of
their residues, from at the most three non-homologous groups. This second type of
class, the "small" classes indicated by a final "s" in the naming scheme, are often
but not always specific to a protein family as is for example the case in the
immunoglobulin loop classes Eab/tbbaaabEs,
EbaeEs,
Ebb/ag/tbbaaEs,
Ebba/bb/ebEs, EbbgbbEs, EbgbbaaabEs, EglbbbaaabEs and Egbb/taaabbEs. Of the
2083 motifs studied 79% clustered into a total of 162 loop conformational classes
with 66% in 108 populated classes and an additional 13% in 54 "small" classes.
Fewer of the longer loops were found to cluster when compared to shorter loops
with, for example, among the loops connecting two strands 82.3% of those of
length two as compared to 48.1 % of those of length eight.

Fig. 3:

Superposition of some loop of length 4 of the HagbbE class.

Among the identified classes most of the previously described loop conformations
were found. In their study of 106 ~-hairpins Sibanda and Thomton4,6 identified 49
loops that fell within four loop conformational classes, the 2:2 ~-hairpins of type I,
I' and II', the 4:4 ~-hairpins of type I and the ~-hairpins 3:5 of type I. For each of
these, the conformation described by the authors were {XR'YR,
{XL
'YL,£'YR,{XR{XR'YR{
L and ~{XR'YR'YL~
respectively while the corresponding class identified in the present
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work were Eaa-2-E, EggE, EeaE, EaaagE and EbaagbE respectively. In an
analysis of 129 ~a.~ unit loops Edwards, Sternberg and Thornton5 identified four
conformational classes, which together contain a total of only 18 loops. They
considered adjacent ~a.~ units whose ~-strands hydrogen bond to one another and
non-adjacent ~a.~ units whose ~-strands are separated by intervening ~-strands.
Excluding the non-adjacent ~a. class of length zero that they describe all three
other classes are also found in this study although the boundaries of the loops vary
due to the slightly different secondary structure definitions used. The loops in the
adjacent a.~ class of length one were found in the HagbbE class, those in the
adjacent a.~ class of length three where found in the Hg/abaE class and those in the
adjacent ~a. class of length three where found in the EetlabH class.

3.2. Sequence templates
For each loop conformational class a template was constructed containing
information about sequence preferences and relative secondary structure
disposition of its member loop motifs. The sequence template of a loop class was
determined from the sequences of its member loops. The probabilities of finding
each of the 20 amino-acids at a specific position of a sequence template were
derived by applying conformationally constrained environmental substitution
tables3 to each of the residues found at that position in member loops. Each loop
class template also contained information about the distribution of the inter-vector
separation, angle and dihedral angle of its member loops measured terms of
average value and standard deviation.
From the sequence template of a loop conformational class, specific sequence
preferences can be identified. For example, the sequence template of the EggE
class (figure 5), which corresponds to the type I' 2:2 ~-hairpins, shows in the fIrSt
position a marked preference for glycine with a probability of 0.358, followed by
asparagine and aspartate with respective probabilities of 0.169 and 0.118. In the
second position a very strong preference for glycine is shown with a probability of
0.795 followed distantly by asparagine with a probability of 0.048. These
preferences are similar to the sequence patterns identified by Sibanda and
Thornton4,6. In the case of the EeaE class (figure 6) corresponding to the type I'
2:2 ~-hairpins preferences are glycine, aspartate and asparagine at the first position
with probabilities of 0.788, 0.048 and 0.045 respectively and aspartate, serine,
asparagine, proline, threonine and glycine at the second position with probabilities
of 0.189, 0.140, 0.099, 0.092, 0.079 and 0.077 respectively. The preferences at the
second position differ from the patterns found by Sibanda and Thomton4,6 which
included only serine, threonine and glycine.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

a; b; t-s
ba; ea; aa-l; aa-2; gb-s; bb; bleb; gg
bae-s; tae/b-s; aag; aaa; bgglalb; gga; abg-s; bbb; algltbb
abbb/ale; t/bggb; agab; bbgb-s; aaag; t/alglbaab; baab; babb-s; eaag-s
baagb; bbgbb-s; abaab; bbalbb/eb-s; bbggb-s; agagb-s; aabab-s; bbgbt-s; b/taaab/a
baagab;aabb/abhb;baaagb;baaagb-s;bhaabab-s
b/tbb/aleglt/alebbb; bb/agltbbaa-s; glbbbaaab-s; altb/abbbbalb-s; baaaltalbgb/a
bbaagbba; bbbgataa-s; ab/tbbaaab-s; bgbbaaab-s; gbb/taaabb-s; bb/ealeb/abb

EH
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

hIp; b; b-HTAL; b-MKEW; b-GSDP; a; t
bb/e; ab; bb/t; bg-s
aaalt;bab;baa;et/ab;bbb
b/aaab/a; albabb/a; b/t/ebbb/e-s; bbaltb/e; aeaa-s; aggb-s
b/e/algglb/tbab; b/ebbgb/t-s; albaab/tb; b/aaaab/e/t; b/ab/tgalbg/t/b-s; alt/glbbb/t/glabb;
b/abaaa
alb/taabaltb/alt; bbbgag-s; bbaabb-s
alb/gbb/abaaa

HE
1
2
3
4
5
6

b-QLRS', b-G'" e-s' g -G-s', g-SR-s
aa;gb; bb-s; ba;ag
agalt; agb; bgb; aab/t/a; bab-s; glaba; glabb; bb/tb
t/eaab/a; b/algabb/ale; agbb; agba; algagb/a; gbt/bb; agag-s
b/abbgb; agb/tb/ab/t/g; altaabalb; agaba-s; b/aaaga-s
agabab-s; gbbaaa-s; taagag; aabb/aglab/a; aglagabb/ale; g/agb/taab-s; t/aaaaba-s;
ab/taaba-s
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t/baagagb; t/aaabab/at-s; agab/tabb/alt-s; agab/aglb/aalbb/a
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1
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5
6
7
8

Fig. 4:

e-s; b-s; b-SQYT; b-DWN; t-FYAT; t-DHN; a-GDTY; a-VIAF
at/a; algb; bb; ag
glabb; aab/t; agalt; taa-s
algbaalb; alglbabb; baba-s; agbb; alelb/taat/aIb; glalbbalb/t
t/aleaab/t; gbbbb; aagbb; elbaat/bb; b/aab/tbb-s
agbb/altb/tb/a; t/glaaaat/bb-s; aagbba-s
agbbaaalb-s; gbbbbbb-s
aabbgabb-s

Loop confonnational classes ordered by length. Positions with
alternate conformations are indicated using a slash. Clusters with
identical conformations are differentiated by a simple numbering
scheme or their residue preferences. Classes of the "small" type are
indicated by an "s".
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E
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5.32A
147.57°
153.85°
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angle
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Fig. 5:

C
D
0.1 11.8
0.4 2.0

F
G
0.4 35.8
0.1 79.5

H
7.4
4.5

I
0.5
0.0

K
2.6
0.8

minimum
4.50A
110.60°
126.80°

standarddev.
0.42A
14.13°
11.00°

L
1.7
0.1

M
N
0.4 16.9
0.1 4.9

P
0.2
0.0

Q
2.0
0.4

R
2.3
0.3

S
8.7
4.3

T
0.5
0.4

V
0.2
0.1

W
2.2
0.2

Y
2.5
0.3

maximum
6.43A
167.26°
169.49°

EggE class template including the probabilities of finding each of the 20 amino acid types at the two positions
of the loop multiplied by 100 and the observed distributions of the three inter-vector relations.

A
0.7
4.3

C
D
0.0 4.8
0.1 18.9
average
5.28
154.34
158.80

E
2.0
3.8

F
G
0.3 78.8
0.9 7.7

standarddev.
0.37
13.98
10.84

H
1.1
4.4

I
0.0
0.8

K
0.9
3.4

minimum
4.74
115.38
128.22

L
0.3
1.0

M
0.1
0.5

N
4.5
9.9

P
0.0
9.2

Q
1.0
6.0

R
S
2.0 1.9
3.4 14.0

T
0.9
7.9

V
0.3
1.1

W
0.0
1.0

Y
0.7
1.8

maximum
6.17
171.92
172.47

EeaE class template including the probabilities of [mding each of the 20 amino acid types at the two positions
of the loop multiplied by 100 and the observed distributions of the three inter-vector relations.
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Some of the identified classes are found to have very restricted intervector separation, angle and dihedral angles while other show more
flexibility in the relative disposition of the secondary structures that their
member loops connect. The EaaagE class for example, which
corresponds to the type I 4:4 ~-hairpins identified by Sibanda and
Thornton4,6, is found to have standard deviations for its distribution of
inter-vector separation, angle and dihedral angle of 0.32A, 13.40 and
11.30 respectively. On the other hand, the HagbE class is found to have
greater standard deviations for its distribution of inter-vector separation,
angle and dihedral angle with values of 1.13A, 34.70 and 30.50
respectively.
The sequence template of each loop class was tested against each of its
member loops so as to identify loops whose sequences scored poorly.
Most of such cases were confined to short loop classes of one or two
residues in length and were due to opposing trends within the loop class'
sequence template. For example, the HaH class was found to contain
two sets of loops, the first with a hydrophobic residue such as valine,
isoleucine, alanine or phenylalanine and the second with a glycine or a
charged or polar residue such as aspartate, threonine or lysine. In such
cases the loop classes were split, with the HaH class being separated into
the Ha-VIAF-H and Ha-GDTY -H classes.

3.3. Illustrating the prediction of loop conformation
During the modelling process, the information available for the
prediction of the conformation of a loop consists of the loop's sequence
and the spatial disposition of its bounding secondary structures. To
identify the conformation of a loop, its motif was compared in turn to the
templates of all the identified loop classes of matching length and
bounding secondary structure types. Each comparison was evaluated in
terms of both sequence match and fit of bounding secondary structure
vectors. Sequence compatibility was measured in terms of a score
derived from the probabilities of the loop's residues at each of the
corresponding positions of the sequence template. The fit of each of a
loop's inter-vector relations to the corresponding distribution observed
among the member loops of a class was measured in terms of distance to
the average and number of standard deviations. A loop's predicted
conformation was selected as that of the class with the highest sequence
score once those classes for which at least one of the loop's inter-vector
relations diverged by more than three standard deviations from the
average had been eliminated.
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number of standarddeviations.
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The conformational classes identified in this study are probably only a subset of all
preferred loop conformations. This means that at the best, predictions for a
maximum of 79% of loops might be possible. It is therefore important to provide
not only a prediction but also some assessment of the validity of the prediction.
To illustrate the loop prediction protocol a protein structure, not included in the
initial database of 255 structures, was selected, the plant seed protein narbonin an
ap-barrel solved at a resolution of 1.8A (INAR)25. Of the 14 loops with lengths of
one to eight residues in narbonin (figure 7) eight were found to have a
conformation belonging to one of the 162 identified classes when transitions
between the transition (t) and helical (a) conformations or between the transition
and p-sheet (b) conformations were allowed. Out of the eight, the correct
conformation was identified solely based on sequence score in four cases with
scores ranging from 4.6 to 14.5: HtaabE (figure 8); EaaE; HaaabaE; HgabbH. In
another case, HbaabttaE, the elimination of loop classes with a divergence of at
least three standard deviations between one of the loop's inter-vector relations and
the classes' average, led to the prediction of the correct conformation with a
sequence scores of 77.2. The conformation of the other three loops, EabH,
HagabaE and EbH, were erroneously predicted with sequence scores of 10.6, 2.9
and 11.6 while the correct conformational classes had sequence scores of 5.4, 1.4
and 9.0 respectively. Of the six loops whose conformations did not belong to a
loop class, one, EabbE, had no predicted conformation because the disposition of
its bounding secondary structures was incompatible with all loop classes. Four,
HtE, EabaE, EtbbaaaH and HabbgaE, had erroneously predicted conformations
with sequence scores of 0.9, 2.8, 6.3 and 5.8, The last loop HbaabttaE had a
predicted conformation with sequence scores of 7.0 which corresponded to the
classes with the lowest r.m.s.d. Htlaaabab/atEs. Considering a sequence score cutoff for a valid prediction in the range 3.0 to 4.0, six of the 14 loops would have
been predicted with satisfactory conformations, four would have had no predicted
conformations and four would have been predicted with erroneous conformations.
Through this example it is possible to see how loop length affects sequence score,
with shorter loop showing an overall trend toward higher scores. Additionally,
several classes of short loops show similar residue preferences making it difficult to
predict loop conformation. This is an expected result since for example only twenty
different sequences are available to loops of one residue in length. On the other
hand, a higher proportion of short loops cluster as compared to longer loops.
These two facts indicate that loop conformation prediction should be most
accurate for loops with intermediate lengths of three to six residues.
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Fig. 8:

Superposition of the HtaabE loop of narborin (dark grey) with the
member loops of the predicted loop conformational class,
Ht/eaab/aE (light grey). The backbone trace of the loops themselves
plus three residues on either side are shown.

3.4. Further developments
The assignment of a secondary structure terminus can vary by one residue if a
single hydrogen bond is broken or if one extra hydrogen bond is considered. This
makes secondary structure termini susceptible to protein structure resolution,
refinement protocol and local temperature factors. The same loop extracted from
two different structure determinations of the same protein may differ in length and
therefore be classified in different loop conformational classes. To take account of
this, loop termini should be allowed to move somewhat both when identifying loop
classes and when comparing a loop to a class template. Alternatively, compatible
loop classes of differing length could be merged.
Sequence score shows a negative correlation to loop length and the general
prediction cut-off of 3.0 to 4.0 should be replaced by a length-dependent cut-off.
This should be deemed from the distributions of sequence scores of both correct
predictions and of erroneous predictions. To segregate efficiently correct
predictions from erroneous predictions the r.m.s.d. distribution for each loop
length studied has to be defined.

4.

Conclusions

Of the 2083 loops of one to eight residues in length 66% clustered into 108
populated loop conformation classes, which included most of those previously
described. When the less populated classes were also considered, 79% of the loops
were found to cluster into a total of 162 classes. This suggests that although the
distribution of the conformation of short to medium length loops might be
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continuous, it is certainly not random, some conformations being favoured over
others. This is probably due to steric hindrance and the need for a sequence
compatible with the different constraints, such as backbone conformation and sidechain burial. A greater number of conformations is available to the longer loops
than to short loops which is reflected in the fact that a lower percentage of the
longer loops were found to cluster as compared to the short loops. Having more
conformational freedom may also mean that restrictive conformations, typical of
many short loop classes, are more easily avoided.
The upper bound of the prediction rate is 79%, corresponding to the percentage of
clustered loops in the studied database. The highest attainable prediction rate
should be some what less than this since the identified clusters most certainly
represent a lower percentage of all loops. In the case of short loops of one to two
residues in length different conformational classes can have similar residue
preferences making prediction difficult. Allowing for the prediction of the most
similar loop class in cases where the loop to be predicted does not belong to a
predicted class should on the other hand increase the prediction rate upper bound.
The "short" loop classes contain less information about sequence preferences and
acceptable inter-vector relations than the populated loop classes and should
therefore identify fewer of the compatible loops.
The 14 examples taken from narbonin show a prediction rate of around 43% or 6
loops, with around 29% or 4 erroneous predictions and 29% or 4 none predictions.
Although these figures, which are within the range found for other test cases, may
seem low they should be viewed in the context of the observed mobility of many
loop regions as shown by N.M.R. and X-ray temperature factors.
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